Coral Black is a high grade Phyllite stone that is brought to you by Indo Australia Mining, quarried from their
exclusive Phyllite mines in Rajasthan. Indo Australia Mining is a part of the Winsome Group of Companies, a
large Industrial house, which has diversified interests in, Breweries, Warehousing, Energy, Minerals & Mining,
Telecom, Trading etc. across the globe.
This Phyllite stone has geologically evolved over millions of years, thus having a very high compaction. It is a
non-porous, rock solid stone that is incredibly uniform and inert. It is also extremely resistant to weathering
and chemical reactions. The stone is remarkably durable and remains unaffected even by extreme
temperature changes.
Features:
² Large slabs available without fissures and cracks, due to its high compaction and hardness.
² Never loses its luster, not even in UV light.
² No water absorption, ensuring high stain resistance and low maintenance.
² Highly fire, heat and abrasion resistant.
² Extremely suitable for exterior use and in wet areas like swimming pools, water bodies, bathrooms etc.

PROPERTIES OF CORAL BLACK HIGH GRADE PHYLLITE STONE
Test*

Test Value ^

Modulus of Rupture, N/mm Sq

Dry - 42

Compressive Strength, Mpa

Dry - 143

Flexural Strength, Mpa

Dry - 48.04

Slip Resistance Value ( SRV )

Dry - 56

Water Absorption, % by wt

0.09

Bulk Specific Gravity

2.80

Abrasion Resistance

13

MOH Scale

3-4

Freezing and Thawing - 50 cycles

No visible defects observed

Salt Crystallization ( mass loss % ) 15 Cycles

0.06

Wet - 34
Wet - 138
Wet - 37.95

Wet - 28

*Samples provided for testing may not be representative of the whole quarry. Customers are advised to get the stone
tested to assure its suitability for desired applications.
^ Testing as per European and / or ASTM Standards.
It serves as a unique, durable and natural building material and can be used for various applications such as:
v Interiors (Flooring & Cladding)
v Exteriors (Flooring & Cladding)
v Paving
v Roofing
v Landscaping
v Swimming Pools and Decks
v Counters, Vanity Tops, Fireplaces etc.
Coral Black is available in a variety of sizes, be it slabs, tiles or cut to size. It is also available in blocks and the
buyer can customize it as per requirement.
It comes in natural black and gray color, and the appearance and finish can be altered by different surface
treatments. It is a most preferred color and stone of Europe, North America and cold weather countries. It
comes with very attractive textures and is best suited for both residential and commercial projects.

Different finishes can be given as per the liking and requirement of the customer. Some
of the beautiful finishes that can be achieved are:

Brushed

Honed

Shot Blasted

Natural Split
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